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**Figure S1.** Diurnal variations of number concentrations of (a) total aerosol particles and fluorescent aerosol particles in channel (b) FL1, (c) FL2, and (d) FL3. Gray line indicates the number fraction of respective fluorescent particles (right axis). Shading indicates ± one standard deviation.
Figure S2. Correlations of FL1 fractions with $M_{BC}/PM_{0.8}$ in different size ranges. FL1 fraction is the number concentration of the subgroup ratio to the number concentration of total particles in each size bin. (a) Low fluorescent intensity group. (b) High fluorescent intensity group. The color lines represent the FL1 intensity ($I_{FL1}$) above the certain $I_{cri}$. 
Figure S3. Correlations of FL2 fractions with $M_{BC}/PM_{0.8}$ in different size ranges. FL2 fraction is the number concentration of the subgroup ratio to the number concentration of total particles in each size bin. (a) Low fluorescent intensity group. (b) High fluorescent intensity group. The color lines represent the FL2 intensity ($I_{FL2}$) above the certain $I_{cri}$. 